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The Dissent/Coercion Nexus in the USS R

Coercive control over the behavior of its citizenry has long been considere d

to be a core characteristic of the Soviet political system . Yet, ther e

is evidence -- especially given the rise of the dissent movement in th e

1960s and 1970s -- that some unsanctioned political and cultural activit y

can exist without being immediately repressed .

	

How is this possible? Di d

the regime change?

	

Did society change and bring fourth a new phenomeno n

unanticipated by the regime?

	

Or is the change less one of reality than on e

that is needed in our conceptualization of coercion ?

I intend to show that all three propositions are true . There has been

some regime change, nonconformist individuals developed innovative approaches

in their fight for more autonomy, and recent theories shed new light on th e

meaning of coercion in the Soviet context .

The need for a systematic analysis of the relationship between dissen t

and coercion in the USSR is acute . Most studies of the contemporary Sovie t

system note the end of mass terror in the mid-1950s and imply there has bee n

a major change, but they have come to say less and less about how the regim e

assures compliance and deters opposition . And while there is a respectabl e

literature on the various dissent movements of the last two decades, ther e

is a need for more discussion of the context in which they arose .

The core of the theoretical problem to be analyzed is how exactl y

dissent and coercion are related* does an increase in one cause an increas e

in the other, which is the decisive factor, and under what conditions ?

Studies of dissent in the USSR have tended to implicitly assume that th e

association between the two is linear and that coercion is always the
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decisive element . If dissent rises, coercion is bound to increase too ;

conversely, if coercion rises, dissent will evaporate . This conceptualiza-

tion of the nexus1 between dissent and coercion has to be revised . Survey s

of the theoretical literature2 show that the correlation between opposition

and government coercion is not necessarily either direct or inverse . It can

fit various curves, and the direction of causation can vary . One of the

reasons for the complexity of this relationship is that coercion may either

escalate or de-escalate conflict by opposition groups . While there i s

evidence showing the deterrent effect of government coercion, there is als o

evidence that repression increases the future mobilization of dissidents,' i n

part because coercion itself becomes a new target of protest .

Furthermore, coercion as a concept needs clarification . There is a

tendency to think of it purely in terms of sanctions, yet theories o f

coercive power show that it involves structural characteristics of politica l

systems and frequently is prophylactic .

	

Deterrence too is coercive if i t

involves manipulating someone's behavior by threats4 or otherwise .

Coercion is related to the type of dissent engaged in . In the USS R

entirely new forms of dissent that evolved in the 1960s and 1970s partl y

neutralized the regime ' s coercive powers and then triggered their gradua l

readjustment . The emphasis on constitutionality and publicity that forme d

the hallmark of the dissident movement in the Brezhnev era put Sovie t

authorities at a disadvantage . Much of the change evident in the relationshi p

between nonconformists and the regime was due to the nature of these innova -

tive approaches, Just as the Solidarity movement in Poland put the authori-

ties off balance for more than a year .

It is the purpose of this article to clarify the linkage betwee n

dissent and coercion in the Soviet polity . I begin with a conceptualization



of the meaning of 'dissent' and then examine data on it from a recent majo r

survey of former Soviet citizens now in the West . Key aspects of coercio n

are specified and the difference between purely attitudinal dissidents an d

those who also engage in behavioral dissent analyzed . An examination of the

patterns and logic of sanction application follows, including a discussion o f

the regime's calculus of coercive strategy .

The Modes and Meaning of Dissen t

The forms of dissident behavior differ from one political system to another

based on regime norms regarding unsanctioned activism. In democracie s

unorthodox political behavior typically involves protest demonstrations ,

riots, and armed attacks,3 but in the USSR dissent includes much milder

behaviors such as attending unofficial study groups or distributing unoffi-

cial publications . As Feldbrugge notes, the samizdat phenomenon is linked t o

the Soviet system of censorship : if none existed, ' self-publication' woul d

not be a dissident act,4 as in fact it is not in democracies . Unsanctioned

political behavior has to be defined and evaluated contextually .

One way of defining something is to say what it is not . Here terms suc h

as "dissent" or 'unsanctioned political behavior' are used rather than

'opposition ' because the latter suggests activities extinct in the contem-

porary USSR . The Bolshevik leaders early on eliminated every institutiona l

basis for opposing political parties and autonomous civic organizations .

Alternative illegal modes of organized political opposition such as conspira-

torial groupings ware dealt with so decisively in the Stalinist era that the

preconditions for them also appear to be nonexistent . Violent covert opposi -

tion disappeared with the defeat of the Baltic guerrillas in the early 1950s,
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and the nonviolent covert organizations that sporadically arise --includin g

Marxist student groups such as the 'Party of True Communists"-- continuall y

experience immediate and complete repression . '

Because organized opposition is not feasible in the USSR, protes t

typically is expressed through spontaneous demonstrations or anonymou s

symbolic acts . In addition, an innovative form of dissent8 emerged in th e

late 1960s that adapted its tactics to counteract instant repression .

Theorists have noted that basically powerless protest groups can gai n

leverage if they are successful in activating new reference publics .' For

Soviet dissenters in the Brezhnev era these were various audiences abroad an d

a network of sympathizers within the Soviet Union . Dissidents deliberatel y

emphasized openness and relied on self-created publicity at home and abroad .

In addition, most of their protests, petitions and samizdat document s

dealt with official violations of the legal and constitutional rights o f

individuals and groups . While the emphasis on legalism in part was a

tool against the political arbitrariness of the authorities1 0 it was also

essential to its nature as 'within system' dissent . The Democratic Movemen t

largely involved activity in defense of civic and human rights, taking Sovie t

laws and international commitments such as the Helsinki Accords at thei r

word . To avoid charges of illegality based on Soviet restrictions o n

autonomous organization, participants refused to call the movement a n

organization, relying instead on informal networks of friends and colleague s

who held similar views and enough trust to get together to expres s them. Even

groupings such as the Helsinki Watch Committees emphasized that they wer e

free associations formed on strictly legal grounds and operatin g openly11

Because Soviet authorities have not only been concerned with limitin g

dissent but also with limiting disclosures about it, official sources were of
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little use to the present analysis . Unconventional sources such as samizda t

as well as interviews with expatriates had to be used . The empirical part o f

this analysis is largely based on the Soviet Interview Project (SIP), th e

most systematic emigrant survey to date . A sample of 2,793 former Sovie t

citizens who came to the USA between January 1,1979, and April 30, 1982, (see

appendix) were surveyed by Russian-speaking, trained interviewers using a

highly structured questionnaire . Every effort was made to safeguard th e

scientific character of the study, but it goes without saying that an

emigrant sample poses methodological problems .

	

No claim is made here tha t

the sample constitutes a representative cross-section of the Soviet popula-

tion .

	

The emphasis is on analyzing the significance of variance betwee n

subgroups of respondents .

	

Findings are discussed within the framewor k

established by comparative studies .

Research based on emigrants has obvious liabilities, but it also ha s

some special advantages . Most studies of Soviet dissent analyze the behavior ,

outlook, and fate of known activists . It is the singular advantage of the SI P

dataset that it allows the analysis of a varied population ranging from the

most passive and politically uninterested individuals to those with intens e

nonconformist tendencies . This makes it possible to study the correlates not

only of dissident involvement but also of passivity . The latter is especiall y

important since -- as will be argued below -- coercion affects both active

and passive individuals .

The empirical referent for behavioral dissent is a list of question s

dealing with unsanctioned activities during the respondents' 'last norma l

period' in the USSR defined as the five years before emigration attempt s

disrupted their lives. For most respondents (79%) this period falls between

1974 and 197912 and my analysis thus focuses on the late Brezhnev period .
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The applicable questions were : "During your last normal period, did yo u

ever : (1) attend an unofficial art show, poetry reading, or concert? (2 )

Take part in an unsanctioned study or discussion group? (3) Distribute

samizdat (4) Take part in an open protest against some Soviet policy? (5 )

Take part in a strike or protest at work? (6) Belong to any (other$ unoffi-

cial groups or take part in any (other) unsanctioned activities? (SPECIFY)."

If any of the answers was 'yes', the respondent was asked whether he or she

had a leadership role .

These questions provide a useful -- albeit imperfect -- empirica l

definition of dissent . Unavoidably, the composition of the sample (87% Jews ,

9% Russians,4% others) precluded the mentioning of some forms of dissent, for

example the Crimean Tatar activities for the return to their homeland .

Other limitations were set by the questionnaire . The survey's focus on the

'normal ' period before the upheavals created by emigration meant tha t

protests linked to the latter were mostly excluded . And the wording of the

questions favored responses about group based unsanctioned activities .

Typically, respondents omitted individual acts such as unofficial meeting s

with foreigners"

	

or the reading of unofficial publications, but 31X sai d

yes when asked directly whether they had read samizdat ortamizdat.

Thus, the focus is on participation in unofficial groups and cultura l

events, the distribution of samizdat, and collective protests or strikes . "

Although this definition of dissent is limited and our sample unavoidably ha s

limitations as well, it is the basic premise of this paper that due to th e

importance of the topic even a limited case study is valuable both in itsel f

and as a means of triggering discussion about the relationship between

dissent and coercion .
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The Concept of Coercio n

Coercion as a concept needs clarification . The initial impulse is only t o

think of openly repressive acts such as arrests, but numerous analysts hav e

argued the importance of deterrence . In the words of Bayles : 'the essence o f

successful attempts at coercion lies in getting persons to act by means o f

threats alone without having to impose sanctions ."15 My conceptualization o f

how compliance is achieved too goes beyond the pure application of sanctions .

Deterrence is crucial and it includes institutional prophylactic structure s

such as censorship as well as the long-term impact of a history of coercion .

As most phenomena in political science, coercion can be analyzed on bot h

macro- and micro-political levels . The former deals with the structura l

components of coercion in the entire political system and its developmen t

over time : the latter, as undertaken below, focuses on individual citizens

and their ability to engage in certain behavior . Micro-level analysis has

the advantage of highlighting the effects of the system on individuals . Bu t

because all individual behavior takes place within the context of a given

political system, its coercive structures have to be considered first .

Traditional studies of coercion have described the evolution of the

institutional instruments of coercion as well as the actual use of repression

in various historical contexts .

	

For the Soviet Union, this literature i s

vast.16 Cross-cultural quantitative studies of the relationship between

protest and coercion constitute an alternative genre of macropolitica l

analysis, but they too focus on systemic characteristics such as censorship ,

the scope of civic freedoms, the role and size of police and security forces ,

etc .

	

The coercive capacities of regimes are taken as measures of the

coercive balance between

	

authorities and dissidents ."

	

Both types o f

studies define coercion in terms of institutional instruments, the intensity
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of control, and the use of threats, but while the quantitative analyses ten d

to look at one point in time, traditional studies emphasize the evolutionar y

context .

It is important to consider the repercussions of the extensive use o f

terror and coercion during the formative decades of the USSR . Stephen

Cohen has recently reminded us of the enduring political importance of th e

past and the outcomes that are crucial to the present.18 Such outcomes ar e

the destruction of all organized political opposition under Stalin and the

inculcation of terror in the Soviet population . The consequences are tha t

certain nodes of opposition have become impossible because their institut-

ional bases, as well as their proponents, have been eliminated and the syste m

has fostered a political culture of fearfulness and self-censorship . Amalri k

has referred to the deterrent role of past terror on self-initiated activi-

ties of the citizenry as 'part of an unwritten contract of fear that wa s

established in Stalin's time, "19 and others have spoken of the 'internaliza-

tion of terror' or the 'inertia of fear' . "

This is not to say that coercion never changes, to the contrary, i t

appears that the requirements of coercion change after a system has been

consolidated . What could be called a developmental theory of coercion ha s

been outlined by Dallin and Breslauer, who relate the incidence of terror t o

various stages in the development of communist systems .21 They talk abou t

the 'functional equivalents of terror" in the advanced stage once the regim e

has consolidated itself and has undertaken the basic political change i t

aspires to. There is more emphasis on the use of material and normative

power both because terror is needed less and because it has some negativ e

consequences such as increased resistance. Coercion persists, but it take s

different forms . Friedrich too, ham argued that terror in advanced communist
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systems takes the form of intimidation which 'to be effective, . . . must b e

selective or differentiated -- this is one lesson which Communist rulers have

learned from their own past excesses ." 22 Other analysts have pointed to th e

level of control achieved by administrative power, 23

	

manipulation, an d

"economic and psychic bribery".24	 Control over the means of socialization

also matters, as has been noted by both Marxist and non-Marxis t analysts.25

In sum, past writings on coercion propose that its deterrent cor e

includes numerous elements such as police powers, censorship and socializa -

tion, the breakdown of autonomous societal organizational links, administra -

tive control over careers, and the inculcation of fear . This implies tha t

dissident behavior can take place only when one or several of these element s

are weakened or neutralized . How and when this can occur is illuminated b y

the following section .

Dimensions of Prophylactic Coercio n

The workings of prophylactic coercion can be analyzed with the data fro m

the SIP survey by comparing those respondents who are inclined towar d

unsanctioned activity, yet do not act on this inclination, to those who do .

The underlying assumption is that compared to the passive individuals, th e

activists are least affected by coercion and I want to know why . The focus

is only on people with dissident attitudes because even though the theory o f

systemic coercion presented above implies that system characteristics such a s

censorship and lack of civic freedoms result in everybody being coerced t o

some extent, it would be foolhardy to ignore that there are true supporter s

of the regime as well as those who are apolitical . For purposes of thi s

analysis I conceptualize the Soviet population as consisting of four sub -

groups (1) people who are non-dissident both in behavior and attitudes,
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(2) people who have nonconformist views yet do not act on them, (3) peopl e

who are dissident in both behavior and attitude, and (4) people who engag e

in nonconformist behavior without attitudinal backup . The various dimension s

of deterrent coercion can best be studied by comparing groups 2 and 3 and b y

discussing the differences between them .

Behavioral dissent is measured by participation in one or more of th e

six modes of unsanctioned behavior as determined by the survey, and attitudi -

nal dissent is measured by respondents' reasons for leaving the USSR . They

could list up to three emigration motives . If at least one motive wa s

political I take this as a sign of a critical attitude toward the syste m

and if no political reason was mentioned, the respondent is considered to b e

politically non-critical . While this indicator of basic attitudes toward the

Soviet system is rough, it is adequate for our purpose and has the advantage

of relying on a question that clearly is at the core of the politica l

identity of an emigrant sample .

This use of the 'Why did you leave' question deliberately challenges th e

assumption that emigration per se signifies political disaffection . A s

empirical studies of emigration from the USSR have shown26 people leave for

varied reasons and familial, economic, and ethnic motives are highly signifi -

cant . Although one could argue that the quest for a better material life o r

nore ethnic and religious freedom is political in a broad sense, it hardl y

constitutes a form of direct political disenchantment with the Soviet syste m

of government . The SIP emigrant respondents represent a varied group o f

people whose motives for emigration provide an indicator of differen t

political attitudes .

Figure 1 illustrates the theoretical relationship between attitudina l

and behavioral dissent and shows that most respondents (50%) had abstained
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from unsanctioned activity and had no political motive for emigration .

	

The

( Figure 1 about here )

second largest group (26%) consists of individuals who expressed some

political criticism but had not acted on it . A further 16% were bot h

critical of the system and active, and the smallest subgroup (8%) includes

the "noncritical activists ." The numerical relationship between the last two

subgroups shows that most of the participants in dissident activities also

held critical political views . This is further shown by Table 1 which also

illustrates that the activists who did not mention political disenchantmen t

are most likely to be those attending unofficial cultural events. The

(Table 1 about here )

intensity of dissenting political views among the participants in variou s

unsanctioned activities -- although generally strong27 -- differs from on e

activity to another .

As argued above, the 26% of respondents who were critical of the syste m

yet abstained from dissident behavior are of most interest for analyzing th e

impact of prophylactic coercion . Even though people have many reasons for

not acting on their inclinations, and the gap between an attitudinal predis-

position toward dissent and actual protest has been noted in comparativ e

studies28 one may assume that this is the group most affected by deterren t

coercion . Comparing these people to those who did engage in dissent show s

both the workings of deterrence as well as the conditions under which purel y

attitudinal dissidents might become active .

	

Thus, the pursuant analysis
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focuses on a comparison of the 'critical passives' with the 'critica l

activists . ' Of all the respondents who expressed critical views of the

Soviet system (N=1,163), 62% were passive and 38% were active dissidents . The

latter will be used as the benchmark figure in data presentation (Tables 2

and 3), but by implication, the data of course also refer to the 62% who wer e

passive.

Factor analysis of the six items indicating dissident behavior reveals a

single dimension of nonconformism, and therefore an additive scale wa s

constructed to indicate intensity of participation . However, for the sake o f

simplicity in presentation, a dichotomous measure that allows percentag e

comparisons is used in the tables below . (When the additive dissent scale i s

used the strength of the associations shown in the tables usually increas e

with more intense involvement . )

The literature on dissent includes many cogent arguments about th e

characteristics of prophylactic coercion, and I shall refer to them as th e

discussion proceeds, yet the uniqueness of the SIP data also compels one to

be open to new insights . Therefore data analysis included numerous demogra-

phic and socio-political variables available in the dataset ; here I presen t

those dimensions that emerged as being the most significant .

The statistically significant demographic differences between political -

ly critical respondents who engaged in dissident behavior and those who di d

not are age, education, occupation, and region . A comparison of the variou s

data in Table 2 suggests that region is the main correlate of dissiden t

behavior in our sample . Respondents who lived in the RSFSR, mostly Moscow or

Leningrad, were much more likely to have engaged in unsanctioned activities

(Table 2 about here)
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than people who resided in other republics . This difference remains in forc e

if one controls for other variables,'' and region is thus the first correlat e

of deterrent coercion .

The role of region can be explained in many ways, one of them being the

historical development of the Democratic Movement . It made Moscow an d

Leningrad the centers of dissent for the two main population groups represen -

ted in our sample, Soviet Jews and Russians . While this points to the

influence of overall context, it has been argued that the behavior of peers

constitutes a further situational variable, since it either encourages or

discourages participation.30 In addition there is a difference in access t o

publicity . Moscow and Leningrad are thoroughly covered by foreign correspon-

dents, whereas activities in the 'provinces' more easily go unnoticed .

International publicity has encouraged Soviet dissidents and acted as a

partial shield against repression . Anonymity deters dissent in less centra l

regions, as does increased isolation from like-minded people .

Respondents ' sex is only slightly correlated with dissident activity ,

but the effect of belonging to a younger age group stands out even if on e

controls for associated variables such as education . Again, the explanation s

can be manifold . Age is one of the main demographic variables known to have

a bearing upon protest behavior worldwide . 31

	

This is normally a result o f

life-cycle . In the case of the USSR, however, the more dissident behavio r

of younger people appears to be mostly due to the regime change betwee n

the Stalinist and post-Stalinist eras . The deterrent of fear inculcated i n

the Stalinist period is stronger the closer personal exposure to that era is ;

but since this and other generational change im discussed in other analyses

of the SIP dataset32 it will not be elaborated upon here.
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As Table 2 illustrates, less educated persons as well as blue-colla r

workers are also less likely to be active . This is in part a function of th e

modes of dissent represented in the SIP sample, since Crimean Tatar, Baptist ,

and Lithuanian Catholic dissenters show a strong involvement of workers an d

other groups with lower levels of education .33 But the general literatur e

on Soviet dissent confirms SIP data showing that dissident action for mor e

cultural autonomy and broadly based democratic rights is associated with

higher education and status as a professional . This makes sense if on e

considers the importance of autonomy to intellectual work, but there may als o

be a link to better resources . Comparative studies have shown that hig h

levels of protest participation result from a combination of high politica l

alienation and high personal and political resources . 34

Among the occupational groups shown in Table 2, administrative leader s

and managers stand out with comparatively low levels of nonconformis t

behavior . Their exposed position presumably acts as a deterrent . A s

shown below, job loss or demotion is a major and effective form of regim e

sanction .

The comparative literature on dissent and coercion suggests tha t

individual sociopsychological profiles also influence whether people ar e

active, but concrete findings are ambiguous . Muller notes that some author s

cite a sense of powerlessness as an antecedent to protest, whereas other s

have argued just the reverse.35 Some say that a feeling of efficacy, define d

as "the feeling that one has the capacity to influenc e government,"36

provokes protest . Seligson has shown that it is cynicism about existin g

institutions associated with a perception of personal efficacy that leads t o

protest action . 37

	

This helps to clarify the theoretical paradox, since i t

shows that efficacy can either relate to the established institutions ;
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one's own capacities ; or, more broadly, the chances of success .

Feelings of cynicism or efficacy in dealing with official institution s

are broadly indicated among SIP respondents by whether they had contacted a n

official in regard to some problem during their "last normal period' in th e

USSR . I take an affirmative answer to indicate efficacy ; the answer tha t

it would have done "no good,' as an indicator of political cynicism ; and

the response that there was no problem, as a neutral control category. As

Table 3 illustrates, both efficacy and cynicism emerge as being correlate d

(Table 3 about here )

with dissident behavior . This suggests that two types of people engage i n

dissent, those who feel that it is possible to achieve something within th e

system and those who have no such trust and are cynical about officia l

channels . For the latter, unsanctioned activity is the alternative wa y

of doing things, whereas the efficacious individuals seem to feel that i t

is possible to work with established institutions yet participate in som e

unsanctioned activities . This finding agrees with those of the genera l

literature on Soviet dissent which has differentiated between "withi n

system " and anti-regim e critics.38

The split among the nonconformists in the degree to which they ar e

'within system' is confirmed by another survey question .

	

Respondents who

said

	

that they wanted to 'keep nothing' of the present Soviet system wer e

more likely to have engaged in dissent than those who saw something wort h

keeping (Table 3) yet there are many of the latter type too, showing tha t

by no means everybody engaging in unsanctioned activities was altogethe r

hostile to the present system .
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If studies of Soviet dissent say anything about the passive citizens ,

it typically is to stipulate their widespread fear of involvement . Fear i s

maintained through networks of informers.39 The best indicator of fea r

available in the SIP survey is whether or not a respondent would have

criticized a government official to his closest friends . As shown in Tabl e

3, an affirmative answer is strongly correlated with dissident activity, an d

conversely, fearfulness is dominant among those respondents who, despit e

critical views of the system, failed to engage in unsanctioned behavior . Thus

fear is not all pervasive, yet continues to be a major deterrent to autono-

mous behavior in the contemporary Soviet Union .

But fear is not the same as awareness of risk . Fear is mostly an

emotional impulse, whereas risk awareness is primarily a matter of cognition .

Fear inhibits action, while just knowing about a risk not necessarily doe s

so . This is illustrated by the one survey question directly asking about th e

riskiness of unsanctioned behavior: 84% of those who had read samizdat sai d

'yes' to whether they had felt that they were taking a risk in doing so . The

reading of material dealing with human rights or labor camps is most strongl y

( Table 4 about here )

associated with the perception of riskiness (Table 4) . More important for ou r

analysis, individuals who had participated in dissident activities wer e

somewhat more likely (by 5%) to see any risk than those who had abstained .

Risk awareness thus does not appear to have the same behavioral effec t

as fear, and the same is true for the experience of repression . Although thi s

is a counterintuitive notion, fear is not necessarily related to havin g

personally experienced repression .

	

This is illustrated by the association
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between fearlessness and three survey measures of repression experiences :

While a total of 57% of all respondents were fearless, the percentage is 80 X

among those who experienced sanctions for dissident behavior during thei r

LNP, 79% among respondents who had had a repressive contact with the KGB i n

the period up to their LNP,40 and 66% among those who had had a close famil y

member arrested for political reasons.

And returning to the impact of deterrence on dissident behavior, th e

arrest of a family member in theory can make someone less willing to be a

dissident due to effective intimidation or alternatively, more willing due t o

resentment or . solidarization .

	

The data support the latter response . Ther e

is a significant correlation between dissident activity and having had a

political arrest in the family (Table 3) . That the experience of repressio n

may lead to more dissent rather than less is also suggested by the correla-

tion between dissident activity during the LNP and the pre-LNP persona l

history of a repressive contact with the KGB (Table 3) . One explanation fo r

this is that the personal contact with the repressive organs reinforce s

political disaffection and makes people more likely to disregard potentia l

costs and what may be in the best interests of their person .

A similar finding going against the grain of rational choice assumption s

is noted in a recent survey dealing with rebellious political action i n

Hamburg and New York . Here too the expectation of negative sanctions i s

associated with more intense activism and sanctions thus 'do not appear to

be a disincentive for such behavior, and they may even have some wea k

incentive value .' '41

The proposition of the initially cited theoretical literature that th e

deterrent effect of repression can be limited is also supported by previou s

studies . In the Harvard refugee interview project conducted in the 1950s,
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anti-Soviet hostility was positively correlated with a previous arrest o f

the respondent or family members, 42 and it is known that the victims of th e

Stalinist terror became a formidable source of anti-Stalinist opinion an d

politics in th e 1950s.43

To this one may add another intriguing point about the history o f

political arrests of family members in the SIP sample . As is to be expected ,

arrests were most frequent in the Stalin era : the majority (62%) wer e

arrested between 1937 and 1953, with only 31% before 1937 and 7X after 1953 .

However, this does not mean that younger respondents were less likely t o

report an arrest, it only means that the generation of the family membe r

arrested differs . As illustrated in Table 5, an average of 11 .4% of respon -

dents said 'yes ' when asked whether any close family member had over been

arrested for political reasons . Nearly the identical percentage shows up fo r

each age cohort . The difference is that while younger people mostly refer t o

( Table S about here )

arrests of grandparents, the middle-aged refer to parents, and the elderl y

to siblings or spouses . This shows how past repression can live on in th e

memory of generations to come and the correlation between family arrest an d

dissident behavior suggests that repression has a longterm disaffectiv e

political impact .

In sum, deterrent coercion is more evident among people who lived

outside of Moscow or Leningrad and so had less opportunity to participate i n

unsanctioned activities or meet like-minded people and had less access t o

publicity . Lower education also acted as a deterrent, as did higher age .

The latter appears to mostly reflect the generational experience of having
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grown up in the Stalinist era . There is no single attitudinal and experien-

tial profile of the critical activists . While a subgroup was efficacious i n

contacting Soviet officials about a problem, others were cynical and believe d

that such activity did no good . Dissident behavior was strongly associate d

with fearlessness, yet at the same time the past experience of having ha d

a close family member arrested tended to spur people on in their activit y

rather than deter them . This suggests that the nexus between dissent an d

coercion differs according to the type of coercion applied . Instilling fea r

is an effective means of prophylactic coercion, whereas actual repression ca n

backfire .

	

This finding complements the conclusions of the next section

analyzing the sanctions dissident respondents experienced .

Sanctions and the Logic of Their Application

The pattern of sanctions applied can be analyzed for the SIP sample from th e

replies

	

of behavioral dissidents to the question Was any official actio n

taken against you because of this?'

	

As Figure 2 illustrates, a leader i s

much more likely to have been sanctioned than a mere participant . Activities

can also be ranked by likelihood of sanction .

	

Attending an unofficia l

( Fig .2 about here )

cultural event or study group was considered relatively 'harmless,' wherea s

mtrikes, open protest or participation in other groups or activities tha t

usually had to do with the defense of human rights had nore consequences .

Although the frequencies in Figure 2 have no absolute significance, the

number of participants in each mode of dissent shows that, quite naturally,
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the largest numbers engaged in less dangerous forms of unsanctioned activity .

Thus there is logic in the application of sanctions, and people appea r

to be well aware of it . Sanctions are also ouch more likely to have occurre d

if someone participated in several activities . The correlation between an

additive participation measure and an additive sanction measure is r- .49

and there thus is a strong direct association between dissent and repressio n

in this instance . In other words, the nexus between dissent and coercion

emerges clearly once one examines a range of dissent activities and regim e

reactions within a specific time period .

It has been argued that certain subgroups, such as women or resident s

of Moscow, have been less likely than others to experience sanctions .

Unfortunately, this cannot be analyzed with the SIP data because once on e

introduces controls for the type of activity engaged in, the total cas e

numbers are too small for significance tests . Due to sample composition, i t

is also impossible to test the thesis that Ukrainian and other non-Russian

republic nationals have been repressed especially harshly . 4 4

The respondents engaging in dissident behavior experienced a total o f

100 sanctions, and in 88 cases they specified who had applied them : 44%

cited the KGB ; 23%, the boss or personnel director ; 151, the regular police ;

8%, various party organizations; and the rest, other organs . This tends to

support the traditional image of the KGB as the principal repressive instru-

ment, but the role of superiors at the place of work is also noteworthy an d

indicates that material power is often used in coercion .

As to the type of sanctions applied, Table 6 shows the dominant form

to be a warning or threat, mostly expressed by the KGB. Examples of specifi c

( Table 6 about here)
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experiences are : 'My apartment was searched and I was interrogated by a

lieutenant of the KGB" ; "The militia warned me that if such incident s

continued they would bring criminal action against me' ; 'I was called to th e

osobyi otdel at my place of work and was advised to change my circle o f

friends if I wanted to continue working', and

	

"The dean of the universit y

summoned me and gave me a talking to .' Material sanctions such as fines ,

demotions, or loss of job also stand out and here examples include a musicia n

whose concerts were cancelled, a student being thrown out of his college, an d

others being demoted at work or losing privileges .

That general threats as well as sanctions linked to one's work ar e

favored tools against nonconformists is supported by the general literatur e

on repression in the USSR . Dissidents have reported that typically severa l

warnings are given first .

	

The warnings are not always brutally threatenin g

and may consist of a 'friendly' admonition.45	 Warnings are said to be quit e

effective in making people desist from further dissent, especially if th e

career of a professional is threatened.`46 Feifer, who has analyzed wh y

people refrain from open dissent, has argued that the type of reprisal mos t

feared is the "loss of previous privileges, rewards, and comforts . "47

Being forced out of the USSR was another sanction used in the 1970 s

-- with Solzhenitsyn being the most prominent example -- but it does no t

show up in Table 6 because respondents were asked to refer only to thei r

'last normal period' before emigration . Even though involuntary exile was

not cited in the responses focused on here, thirteen respondents said tha t

they were 'kicked out ' by the KGB when asked why they had left .

The severest sanction reported was incarceration in a mental hospital .

To quote one respondent's experience : 'They came at night and put me in
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a psychiatric hospital for two months so that I wouldn't cause any troubl e

during the upcoming political celebrations' . Some others experienced arres t

and short stays in prison, an example for this being a fifteen day priso n

sentence for alleged hooliganism . Illustrations for some of the other

sanctions listed in Table 6 include being beaten up by a druzhinnik at an

unofficial art exhibit, a home being searched for samizdat material, and a

respondent no longer being allowed to travel abroad .

It is surprising that there was no case of lengthy imprisonment, since a

good number of Soviet dissidents end up in labor camps.48 Other analyst s

have argued that even though this form of harsh repression is designed to

frighten others, it is applied selectively because labor camp sentences are

costly . Bureaucratically, they are taken as a sign of the KGB's failure in

its prophylactic work 49 and since sentencing to a labor camp requires a

trial, they can result in negative publicity and new protests at home an d

abroad . For this reason judicial sanctions are avoided if possible and

'lower profile repression ." is applied .

In sum, other sources as well as our survey data reflecting the perio d

from 1974 to 1979 suggest that sanctions for dissident behavior most often

involved threats, administrative harassment, and extrajudicial measures suc h

as incarceration in mental hospitals and exile . There was a strong proclivit y

to avoid the more visible forms of repression .

Even though sanctions were applied and one can discern a logic in their

application, Figure 2 also illustrates that by no means all participation in

unsanctioned activities had repercussions . Why not? Why wasn't repression

more pervasive and intense ?

Various explanations are possible .

	

For one, there were surely cases

when unsanctioned behavior went unnoticed by the KGB.

	

In fact, anonymity
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is a precondition for some modes of dissent, the distribution of samizda t

being a prime example . Some of the KGB's passivity can also be explained b y

bungling, bureaucratic inertia, and contradictory actions by subunits o f

the administrative structure, as has been argued by some .51

In the 1970s lack of full immediate sanction was also related to the

authorities being caught off-guard by the legalistic approach of dissident s

who argued that their activities were legal according to internationa l

covenants or the Soviet Constitution and demanded that the authoritie s

observe their own laws." Thus, even respondent replies about 'open protest '

could have involved activities such as group complaints addressed to th e

authorities, that were unsanctioned by established regime practice but not by

the letter of the law .

It has been argued that the application of sanctions tends to go i n

cycles and depends on the overall threat to the system ." The politica l

challenge posed by nonconformists such as those in the SIP sample and mos t

Soviet dissidents was significant, but it was not great enough to warrant an

instant and total repression at all cost .

Other explanations focus on special constraints, the most frequentl y

mentioned being foreign policy concerns and sensitivity to negative publicit y

undermining closer ties with the West or the image of communist movement s

abroad .'"

	

In the 1970s dissident appeals to various external audiences

succeeded in putting the regime on the defensive. Publicity was a major

deterrent in the hands of the dissidents, since the KGB has tried to keep

repression behind a veil of secrecy .

It also bears remembering that parameters of replies are set by question

formulation . The survey's focus on 'official action' means that respondent s

were unlikely to mention unofficial sanctions .

	

Informal mechanisms of
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compulsion include peer pressure and denunciations by colleagues at stage d

'self-criticism' sessions and vague threats about hopes that may be thwarte d

in the future.°°

But the main explanation for the relative restraint of the Sovie t

authorities in the period studied appears to lie in the adoption of a mor e

sophisticated calculus of repressive strategy . If so, it was based on

awareness of the counterproductive potential of repression as evidenced b y

the correlations between individual repressive experiences and higher

dissident activism analyzed in the previous section . The Soviet policymaker s

could have found more evidence for this link in the theoretical literature o n

coercion, but their own experience probably played a decisive role . The

dissent movement of the 1970s evolved out of the flood of protests about th e

trial Daniel and Siniavsky in 1966 . After that every new case of repression ,

especially political trials, triggered new protests, to the extent tha t

Feldbrugge speaks of an 'endless chain reaction of protests . '56

A 'safety-valve ' argument has also been used to explain why milder form s

of nonconformist activity have been tolerated . If people are given som e

leeway in autonomous behavior they may desist from more militant dissent .57

While this argument makes sense, so does the counterargument that by appearin g

less resolute the regime provokes more dissent.58 This again illustrate s

how hard it is to specify the dissent/coercion nexus . Analysts make a

variety of assumptions and so do policymakers . It appears that in the 1970 s

Soviet authorities accepted the 'safety-valve' logic to a greater extent tha n

they did in the first half of the 1980s, which were marked by increasin g

repression not reflected in the SIP survey, but noted elsewhere ."
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Conclusio n

Besides inquiring about the general manner in which dissent and coercio n

are associated with each other, the primary question analyzed here is th e

puzzle faced by students of Soviet affairs since the rise of the dissen t

movement in the late 1960s . The puzzle emerges from the assumption tha t

there is a simple linear association between repression and dissent . Thus ,

if there is considerable dissent, why isn't there more repression, and

conversely, if repression is not always instant and intense, why isn't ther e

more dissent?

The answer lies in rethinking the meaning of dissent and coercion and

what affects their relationship in the Soviet context . Coercion implies muc h

nore than applying sanctions against individual citizens . It refers most of

all to the structural make-up of a political system including the type and

extent of its police powers and censorship standards, its limits on civi c

autonomy, and its lack of guaranteed civil rights . Systemic characteristics

determine what modes of dissent are possible and so does the politica l

history of a system. That some forms of dissent, such as institutiona l

opposition or covert organizations, are not found in the USSR today can onl y

be explained by past policies of the regime of making them extinct . Or, to

phrase this conclusion in terms of a dissent/coercion nexus, both historica l

and systemic coercion preclude the emergence of certain forms of dissent .

Past terror also constitutes an element of contemporary coercion because

a political culture of fearfulness and self-censorship has been created .

People know the limits of unsanctioned behavior and react accordingly . As a

result less concrete repression is needed, since dissent, if it appears, i s

'self-limiting,' to borrow a term from Poland .

Thus, the relationship between coercion and dissent in the USSR cannot
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be understood without considering the political evolution of the system . Bot h

dissent and coercion are structured by precedent and historical processes .

The forms of coercion applied in a non-democratic system depend on it s

stage of development . Once opposing forces are eliminated and the new syste m

is stabilized politically and economically, coercion relies less on terror

and more on normative and material power . Also, prophylaxis tends to

supercede direct sanctions . A similar conclusion has been reached concernin g

repression in Latin America'

	

in recent years, the reactive element o f

coercion has been clearly overshadowed by the proactiv e element.'60

The deterrent side of coercion can be studied on the systemic or the

individual level . Besides distilling the decisive macropolitical givens from

the general literature I have focused mostly on the microlevel by comparin g

participants and non-participants in dissent activities among the politicall y

critical respondents in the SIP survey . Findings point to the role o f

situational factors such as opportunity for group action and peer contagion .

Unsanctioned behavior has been more intense in Moscow and Leningrad than i n

other areas, due partly to the circumvention of censorship in these citie s

by both samizdat and the presence of foreign journalists . In this instanc e

the coercive system has been partly neutralized .

In addition, people are spurred on or deterred from dissident behavio r

by their individual traits . Passive and complacent individuals are leas t

likely to engage in dissent, whereas those who approach officialdom wit h

feelings of either efficacy or cynicism are more active . Deterrent coercion

is most effective among older and less educated people . While lower educa-

tion is related to fewer resources and narrower cultural and politica l

interests, age mostly reflects generational differences in fearfulnes s

between those raised during the Stalinist era and those raised after it .
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The level of apprehension about the consequences of unsanctioned behavior i s

highest among older people . Thus the long-term deterrent impact of fea r

induced in the past is mitigated by generational change .

But the data also suggest that the actual experience of repression, fo r

example through the arrest of a family member, can have the opposite effec t

than fear and may lead to more dissent in the long term . This means that the

nexus between dissent and coercion differs according to the type of coercio n

applied . The instilling of fear is associated with less dissident behavior ,

whereas past repression experiences are linked to more intense involvement .

From the regime's point of view this suggests that the most effectiv e

coercive policy is one that maximizes fear and minimizes repression . The way

this can be implemented is through selective harsh treatment of dissiden t

leaders and 'incorrigibles ' and a subtler approach to minor unsanctioned

involvement .

The analysis of actual application of sanctions shows that in th e 1970s

the authorities followed this logic and chose a graduated policy towar d

dissent . They apparently regarded this as the most effective approach, i n

addition repressive impulses were contained by foreign policy consideration s

and the innovative approaches of the dissent movement . The dissidents '

success in creating publicity abroad and at home escalated the costs o f

regime repression . Thus we find that coercion not only influences th e

dissenters ' choice of tactics," but also that dissent tactics influenc e

coercion . The fate of dissent in the USSR has always depended not only on th e

regime's policies but also on the courage, adeptness, and determination o f

dissenters.

Insofar as the regime chose repression, it is evident that it applie d

a range of sanctions beginning with mild threats and ending with selective
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harsh treatment . The application of these sanctions exhibits a clear

logic . Unsanctioned activities focusing on cultural pursuits or uncensored

communication were dealt with less harshly than work protests, other ope n

protests, and group activities for the defense of civic rights .

	

Also ,

	

leaders were sanctioned more intensely than mere participants .

In sum, there are three major reasons why repression in the period

studied was rarely instant and intense . First, there was little need for i t

because the historically developed systemic coercion precluded the emergenc e

of system-threatening organized opposition ; the modes of dissent appearing

are mild in comparative perspective . Second, the dissidents of the Brezhnev

era partly 'outsmarted' the authorities by creating a protective shield of

publicity and constitutionality . Thirdly, the regime adopted special tactic s

of coercion based on the assumption that a combination of threats and

selective harsher repression can be most efficient in preventing an escala-

tion of dissent .

Having pinpointed a number . of conditions explaining the pattern o f

sanction application against nonconformists in the period under study, can w e

conclude that changes in some of these conditions explain changes in polic y

since 1979/1980? There is reason to think that this is indeed at leas t

partly so . For one, the timing of the clampdown on dissent in 1979/198 0

coincides with the invasion of Afghanistan and the pursuant deterioration o f

Soviet international relations . Due to this and other international develop -

ments foreign policy constraints on the repression of dissent decrease d

greatly . By the late 1970s the Soviet authorities also had had enough time

to develop countermeasures to the innovative tactics used by dissidents.

Legalistic arguments were undermined by new restrictions in Soviet law an d

the access to international publicity was limited by a curtailment of
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personal as well as phone and mail contacts wit h foreigners.61

Although there is no direct evidence of a change in the thinking of th e

Soviet decisionmakers, the logic of the argument presented here also implie s

that the official calculus about the relationship between repression an d

dissent changed .

	

After 1979, the primary assumption apparently was tha t

nore repression would lead to less dissent .

	

As our data indicate, this i s

not necessarily true . It is quite possible that such a policy results i n

dissent that is both quantitatively and qualitatively more intense . This may

well explain the most recent reversal under Gorbachev, although foreig n

policy and other factors presumably also play a role .
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Figure 1 . Hypothesized Relationship between Attitudes
Toward Regime and Dissident Activit y
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Table 1 . Association Between Nonconformist Modes of Behavio r

And Critical Political Attitud e

Percentage of Participant s

Activity With Critical View of Syste m

Unofficial cultural event (N=554) 66 %

Strike or protest at work (N-45) 69%

Unsanctioned study group (N=207) 75%

Open protest (N=37 ) 81%

Distribution of samizdat (N=132) 87Z

"Other " groups and activities (N-72) 92%

Total sample (N=2793) 42%



Table 2 . Demographic Correlates of Dissiden t

Behavior Among Politically Critical Respondent s

Percentage Engaging i n

Dissident Activity

Total Number o f

Critical Respondent s

TOTAL 38% 1,16 3

*
REGION

Russian republic 49% 65 3

Other republics 24% 51 0

SEX

Men 40% 61 2

Women 36% 55 1
*

AGE

17-26a 46% 239

27-36 39% 365

37-46 43% 31 2

47-56 27% 146

Over 56 20% 100
*

EDUCATION

47% 715Some higher or mor e

Secondary or less 24% 448
*

OCCUPATION

Administrativ e

leaders and managers 32% 89

Professionals 47% 462

Engineers 40% 199

Low level servic e

or technical 36% 146

Workers 22% 226

*
Chi-square significant at .05 or below .

a1977 is the median reference year for age during the "last normal period "

in the USSR .



Table 3 . Attitudinal Correlates of Dissident Behavio r

Among Politically Critical Respondent s

Percentage Engaging i n
Dissident Activity

Total Number o f
Respondents Critica l

of Regime

38 %

47%

42 %

30%

44 %

33%

43%

18%

55%

35%

53%

38%

N=1,16 3

N=26 8

N=41 2

N=483

N-100

N=27 7

N=130

N=26 8

N=18 8

N=97 3

N=6 1

N=1102

aQuestion was asked only of a random one-third of respondents .

All Chi-squares are significant at .03 level or below .

Attitude or
Experience

TOTAL

EFFICACY/CYNICISM

Contacted officia l
about some proble m

"No good " contacting
officials about problem s

No problem existe d

HOSTILITYa

"Keep nothing " of
Soviet system

Keep something o f
Soviet system

FEARa

Felt free to criticiz e
official with friends

Did not feel free t o
criticize official with friend s

PAST REPRESSION

Political arrest o f
close family membe r

No political arres t
of close family membe r

Repressive experienc e
with KGB before LNP

No repressive experienc e
with KGB before LNP



Table 4 . Perception of Riskiness of Reading Samizdat by

Types of Samizdat Read

Type of samizdat a Nb Felt risk in reading samizda t

Human rights 139 902

Camp or prison stories 189 87 Z

Soviet politics 110 86 %

International politics 71 85%

National culture, religion 54 85 %

Erotica 38 84%

Soviet or Russian fiction 143 83%

Language texts 48 81%

Foreign fiction 7 9 77%

Professional material 25 68%

Total 280
84%

aThe question refers to riskiness of reading any Samizdat or tamizdat ,

but respondents could specify several types of samizdat that they had

read . Thus, the link between the two variables is indirect .

b Total number of respondents reading specific type of samizdat .



Table 5. Arrests of Family Members by Respondent Ag e

Tota l
Arrest of Relative N=279 3

Any Relative 11 .4 %

Specific Relative : a

Grandparent 4 .5%

Parent 5 .5%

Sibling or Spouse 2 .0%

By Year of Birth

1905-1920 1921-30 1931-40 1941-50 1951-60
N=497 N=460 N=653 N=731 N=45 1

10 .7% 11 .7% 11 .8% 10 .9% 11 .1 %

0 .2% 2 .0% 4 .1% 7 .3% 9 .0%

5 .6% 9 .1% 6 .3Z 2 .6% 2 .0%

6 .6% 1 .7% 1 .0% 0 .7% 1 .0%

aThe percentage total for specific relatives is higher than for any relative
arrested because some respondents reported more than one arrest .



Table 6 . Sanctions Applied for Unconventional Participation

Type of Sanction Percent

	

(N . 100 )

Interrogation/warning by KGB or police 2 6

Reprimand/warning at work or school 1 1

Other warning/threat/harassment 1 4

Search/phone-tapping/confiscation 10

Fine/other material loss 4

Loss of job/demotion 1 4

Beating 2

Arrest (imprisonment for a few hours up to 15 days) 6

Arrest, incarceration in mental hospital 4

Other 9



APPENDI X

Sampling Frame Population and Sampling Procedure s

The population eligible for the survey was composed of Soviet emigrant s

who arrived in the United States between January 1, 1979 . and April 30 . 1982 ,

who were between the ages 21 and 70 . and who were listed by immigration ai d

societies permitting the development of a systematic list of this population .

Biographical abstracts yielded a sampling frame population totaling 33,61 8

individuals, of which 3,738 were selected into the General Survey sample . Th e

response rate was 79% .

The primary goals of sampling were to safeguard the principle of rando m

selection while at the same time approximating certain characteristics of the

Soviet population more closely than a purely random sampling would allow .

Consequently . a stratified random sample was selected, the four samplin g

dimensions being nationality, region of last employment in the USSR, highes t

education attained, and size of city where last employed . Since 98 .4% of the

people in the sampling frame were Jews, a strategy of "take-all" non-Jews wa s

adopted in order to maximize ethnic diversity in the sample (resulting in 13%

of the respondents being Russians and other non-Jews) . The regiona l

distribution of the emigrant population was quite varied, and thus the Sovie t

model could be approximated . As the sampling frame population was more highl y

educated than the Soviet adult population in large cities, the latter wer e

used as a proportional guideline for stratifying on education . Only limited

adjustments could be made for the overwhelmingly urban origin of th e

emigrants, although people from medium-sized cities were oversampled .

The referent Soviet population whose experiences the survey population

can be expected to resemble most closely is the adult European Sovie t

population in large and medium-sized cities (Silver & Anderson, 1986 .

Tourangeau, O'Brien 6 Frankel, 1983) .
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